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COLOUR MIXING

A theory of colour: 2
In his second article, Hugo Grenville advises on selecting a palette and putting
the theory into practice
uccess in selecting a palette depends
on recognition of a strong feeling or
intention from within. By doing this
the artist will be able to envisage what the
finished painting will look like and work
backwards, considering which palette will
allow the kinds of hues required for the
desired end result.
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Colour keys
The principal groups of colours are
arranged in the following major keys:
Primaries
The red/blue primary with guest
complementary orange
The red/blue primary with guest green
The blue/yellow primary with guest
orange
The blue/yellow primary with guest violet
The red/yellow primary with guest violet
The red/yellow primary with guest green
Complementaries
The complementary with guest blue
The complementary with guest yellow
The complementary with guest red
Sub primaries
The degraded primary
The monochrome blue with guest spot
degraded complementary
The monochrome red with guest spot
complementary
The monochrome yellow with guest spot
degraded complementary
Earth
The heightened earth palette

Primary key red/blue with
guest orange
For this I have chosen three reds and three
blues that have distinctive differences
within them, be it tone, opacity, and/or
behaviour when applied to a surface (top).
The key when adopting a restricted
palette is to allow yourself the biggest
range of colour choices that your chosen
parameters will allow. The reward of
working in such a way will be colour
harmony throughout your composition.
Old Holland cobalt blue turquoise light
is a semi-opaque colour with a lot of
versatility. In this palette it can play the
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Primary key red/blue with guest orange.
Reds – Old Holland magenta, Winsor & Newton
rose madder deep, Winsor & Newton vermilion
hue
Blues – Michael Harding cerulean, Michael
Harding ultramarine, Old Holland cobalt blue
turquoise light
Earths – Old Holland warm grey light, raw
umber, transparent oxide red lake and Payne’s
grey

role of green and creates fresh minty
hues when mixed with white. It is a very
cool blue. Cerulean blue has similar
opacity but is a lot more 'primary', ie it is
closer to a perceived 'pure' blue. It also
has less of a green tinge, but is still cool.
French ultramarine, the warmest blue, is
a transparent colour that creates milky
violet grey-blues when mixed with
white.
Old Holland magenta, an explosion of
pure brilliant transparent red-pink, mixes
beautifully with cobalt blue turquoise
light to create cool violets with hints of
grey. Winsor & Newton’s vermilion hue is
more orange-red and is more opaque
than magenta, but because it is a hue
(a substitute pigment for genuine
vermilion), it has less influence when used
in colour mixing. However, when mixing
vermilion with the three blues to achieve
greys, it is less likely to overpower the
blues. Winsor & Newton’s rose madder

A wide range of greys can be mixed
from these reds and blues

deep is a transparent gentle colour that
creates beautiful blossom pinks when
mixed with white. These pinks are most
effective as accents or highlights,
scumbled over cooler hues. The range of
pinks that can be mixed using the
oranges and the reds and warm grey light
are illustrated (above), and the range of
www.painters-online.co.uk
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Practical
This is the range of
reds and pinks that
can be mixed from
the oranges, reds
and warm grey
light

This is the
range of violets
that can be
mixed

from ?

violets that can be mixed is indicated in
the chart top right.

Earth colours
Earth colours are the muted hues that
ground the painting and stop
compositions becoming too saccharine.
Warm grey light is a useful colour and
features in almost all my paintings. Its
transparency and lightness of tone make
it a great mixer when white is too light or
has too much influence when colour
mixing. In this palette it is also great for
playing the role of yellow in its absence,
especially when mixed with a small touch
of orange, and makes a range of cool
earthy greens and green-greys when
mixed with the blues, as shown in my
chart (right). Raw umber is a heavy, more
opaque and dark-toned hue. Mixed with
cerulean blue it makes bold, dark browns
that are useful in areas where black is too
harsh. Cerulean blue, raw umber and
white create cooler light greys for areas
where warm grey light is too yellow.
Old Holland transparent oxide red lake is
the closest earth colour to a primary and
could be regarded as a degraded red in
another example of a blue/red palette. Its
presence in this palette tips the red/blue
balance and the effect of this is that you
will feel as if you have more reds to work
with than any other colour. That said it is a
wonderful sister to the more primary reds,
creating beguiling green-greys when
mixed with cobalt turquoise blue light.
Payne’s grey is my preferred alternative
to ivory black in this palette, for the
reason that it achieves a greater balance,
playing the sister role to the three blues in
a similar way as transparent oxide red
does to the three reds. Therefore it can be
www.painters-online.co.uk

used fresh out of the tube for the darkest
accents in your composition, as well as
mixed with the various reds to make an
array of grey-violets.

Discord
The presence of Scheveningen orange
presents a discord, in that small quantities
in a composition will make a statement
proclaiming the achieved harmony of the
rest of the colours used. The smallest
amount of inconsistency within a palette
provides a deliberate contrast that gives
visual intrigue. With the presence of
vermilion hue in this example the orange
does not appear as discordant as it could
in other blue/red palettes, yet it does

comparatively appear unrelated. When
mixed with white Scheveningen orange
appears slightly pink, and also creates
greys and violets when mixed with the
different blues.
Depending on how you use this
restricted palette you can achieve a
largely cool composition or something
warmer. However, your composition is not
going to be very hot with the absence of
yellow.

Primary key blue/yellow
with guest violet

The range of greens you can achieve with
just two yellows, two blues and two earth
colours is shown in my colour chart (page
44). For this very restricted interpretation
of the blue/yellow with guest violet
palette I have chosen Old
Holland golden green and
Indian yellow orange lake
extra. These are very
transparent and therefore
easy to mix with other
colours, yet still maintain a
transparent luminosity. By
choosing a green-yellow
and an orange-yellow I have
got a very clear difference in
colour temperature within
my yellow menu. Because
ultramarine blue is also a
transparent colour, the
greens made by mixing it
with the two yellows are
more transparent than
those made by mixing with
the more opaque cerulean
blue.
Earth palette
I have deliberately chosen
two earth colours that have
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COLOUR MIXING
Primary key blue/yellow with
guest violet.
Old Holland golden green, Indian
yellow orange lake extra,
ultramarine blue, cerulean blue,
transparent oxide yellow, Payne’s
grey
Complementary palette with
guest blue
Cobalt blue turquoise light (guest
blue), Scheveningen orange
(complementary), cinnabar green
light (complementary), cobalt violet
deep (complementary), Naples
yellow reddish extra (earth), ivory
black (earth). A range of dusty
pinks, greys and earthy greens can
be mixed from this palette

a noticeable tendency towards one of the
two primaries featured in this palette.
Degraded greens can be achieved by
mixing the yellow earth colour
transparent oxide yellow with the
'primary' cerulean blue and ultramarine
blue, and mixing the bluey Payne’s grey
with the primary Indian yellow and
golden green. Also notice that when
mixing the transparent oxide yellow with
the Payne’s grey, an even more degraded
shade of green is achieved.

Temperature
The colour temperature of the greens is,
as expected, determined by the influence
and temperature of their make-up, eg the
opaque, strong and cool cerulean blue
creates a cooler green when mixed with
Indian yellow than the green created by
Indian yellow and the relatively warmer
and transparent ultramarine.
The complementary violet serves as a
direct contrast to the yellows and blues.
This chart begins to indicate the kinds of
blue-violet and grey you can achieve by
mixing violets and blues; a range of
degraded pinks/oranges can conversely
be achieved by mixing the violet with the
yellows.

Complementary palette
with guest blue
The achievable dusty pinks, greys and
earthy greens that will sing in perfect
harmony with your three complementary
colours are shown in the chart (top right).
Such a palette will achieve a greater range
of hues (with the inclusion of four 'pure
colours' that would appear on a
conventional colour wheel, as opposed to
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three). This is the most diverse palette,
within my theory, that would be
successful in achieving coherency; any
artist using it should, when needing a red
(or yellow) not reach for a tube of
vermilion but mix a degraded
interpretation of the colour using oranges
and violets.

Conclusion
Ultimately, colour does not exist in its own
right, but only in relation to what is put
beside it. It is my deeply held belief that a
painting cannot contain more than two
primary colours without the primary
colours competing against each other, or
clashing or, if you make secondary and
tertiary colours from them, becoming
rather muddy and uninteresting.
Colourism is about the dominance and
emotional expression inherent in colour,
so for instance you patently cannot have
an essentially orange and pink still life if it
TA
is also trying to be yellow.

Still Life with Anemones and Equestrian
Figure, oil on canvas, 30⫻24in (76⫻61cm).
The greenish-blues appear bright blue in
contrast to the orange background and the
earthy-green leaves of the flowers, but the
actual pigments used to make these hues
(cobalt turquoise, violet-grey, cobalt green
turquoise and blue-grey) are a long way from
anything approaching a primary blue. The
violets, greens, greys, turquoise-greens and
even the pinks are predominantly cool, leaving
just the background orange and the red-pink
flowers and apple as contrasting warm areas.
The still life was conceived essentially as a
complementary palette with a guest red. If you
place a strong yellow against these colours,
the subtle relationships between the oranges
and pink-violets is smashed at a stroke. The
actual pigments used in this palette (greens:
cobalt green turquoise, cinnabar green extra
deep, Hooker’s green, golden green; violets:
ultramarine violet, ultramarine red-pink;
oranges: cadmium yellow extra deep, cadmium
yellow-orange; reds: Old Holland bright red;
earth: raw umber, blue-grey) reflect my belief
that a painting cannot contain more than two
primary colours without the primary colours
competing against each other or clashing, or, if
you make secondary and tertiary colours from
them, becoming rather muddy and
uninteresting

Hugo Grenville teaches courses on visual
language and colour at his studios in
London, and Majorca. See
www.hugogrenville.com for details, or
call Lisa Freeman on 07764 500 397.
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Palm Beach.
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